
5+5mm Reeded Texture Laminated Glass Partition Wall

5+5mm reeded laminated glass is one panel of 5mm tempered reeded glass and one panel of 5mm flat
tempered glass bound together a PVB interlayer film. The reeded tempered glass is safety and decorative
glass with well-established, popular, vertical, ribbed design and privacy protection. Reed glass add a touch
of elegance to your interior and exterior design. Unique patterns and textures can be featured in partition
wall applications to add obscurity for privacy or for decorative use as a primary design element. All of our
glass product is available in sheets or cut to size. Decorative pattern glass is becoming increasingly
popular in homes, welcome to contact us to custom your reeded glass partition.

 
 
 
Why Reeded Glass for Partition Wall
 
Classic good looks
Classic  design  never  goes  out  of  fashion,  and  the  fluted  structure  adds  a  spacious,  open  feeling  to  any
space, looking just as good today as it will do in 10 years time. Ideal for offices and corporate spaces, as
well as the home, reeded glass is a highly versatile glass with genuine style.
 
 
Crystal clear clarity
Reeded glass can be processed by low-iron glass, whose clarity and brilliance will make any interior or
exterior feature really shine. The subtle structured patternand the smooth vertical lines of reeded glass
offer any home or office a sense of timeless elegance.
 
 
Protect Privacy
This decorative glass is crafted with smooth vertical patterns providing an elegant combination of visibility
and privacy. Reeded glass solves the problem of creating privacy while still maintaining light and airy
interior spaces, it is ideal for internal rooms where the desire for space and privacy meet.



 
 
 
Custom Reeded Glass
 
Many custom design of reeded glass you can get form SZG, welcome to custom your pattern and color.



 
 
 
Aluminium U Channel for Partition Wall



 
 
 
Other Hardware Fittings for Partition Wall

https://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/10mm-Tempered-Glass-Aluminium-U-Channel-Partition-Wall-System.html


Welcome to send us inquiry with your detail requirement and question.


